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Abstract—G. Stanley Hall (1844–1924) was one the most prominent of the
early American psychologists and an outspoken skeptic about the existence
of psychic phenomena. This article presents a reprint of one of his critiques
on the topic, a little-known paper entitled “Mystic or Borderline Phenomena”
published in 1909 in the Proceedings of the Southern California Teacher’s
Association. Hall commented on some phenomena of physical mediumship, as well as on apparitions, telepathy, and mental healing. In his view all
could be explained via conventional ways such as trickery and the workings
of the unconscious mind. The paper is reprinted with an introduction and
annotations providing biographical information about Hall and additional
information and clarification of the points he made in the paper. It is argued
that Hall’s paper represents an instance of boundary-work common at the
beginning of organized psychology, representing an attempt to give authority to the discipline over fields such as psychical research.

Over the years there have been many examples of attempts to reduce
psychic phenomena to conventional explanations presented by students of
the mind (see the discussions of Alvarado 2009, Coon 1992, Oppenheim
1985, Plas 2000). A representative of this point of view, and the topic of this
paper, is American psychologist G. Stanley Hall. In this paper I present a
reprint of a neglected article written by him to criticize psychic phenomena
(Hall 1909).
In addition to Hall’s unquestionable importance for the development
and history of American psychology, I had several other reasons to choose
this article. The paper is a good summary of Hall’s negative views about
psychic phenomena and psychical research and represents the opinion
of other psychologists at the time. Furthermore, and perhaps because the
paper was published in the proceedings of an education conference, and
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not in a psychology or a psychical research journal (Hall 1909), the paper
is not well-known among students of psychic phenomena and deserves
to be remembered as representative of negative opinions about psychic
phenomena discussed by a prominent American psychologist. However,
the reader should keep in mind that I am not presenting a study of Hall
nor a detailed survey or analysis of his thinking. This paper is instead a
reminder of Hall’s views about psychic phenomena through the reprint of
one of his articles, presented with some general biographical and contextual
information.
As I will discuss below, Hall’s paper is an example of the attempts of
many early psychologists to separate their emerging field from psychical
research. Admittedly, writings by other authors fulfilled a similar function
(e.g., Jastrow 1889, Münsterberg 1899) and also could have been singled
out as examples of separating both fields. But none of the other candidates
were as respected and as well-established in American psychology as Hall
was.
I am also presenting Hall’s paper as a reminder of the importance of
remembering critics and criticism in our discussions and understanding of
the past developments of psychical research. This is because many historical
articles published by workers in the field tend to focus on proponents of,
or on defenses of, the “reality” of psychic phenomena (on this issue see
Alvarado 2012:624–626).
Psychologists and Psychic Phenomena
As stated by Coon (1992) in her paper about American psychologists:
Experimental psychologists studied the mind, its limitations and its capabilities. Many perceived their own science as the most fundamental of the
sciences because it was only through the mind that knowledge was possible. Belief in spiritual and psychic phenomena was to these psychologists
only the secular ghost of a religious past, but a malevolent ghost preventing public confidence in scientific naturalism. Psychologists, as experts of
the mental realm, would therefore expose fraud, credulity, and deception in
matters psychic and spiritualistic. They would offer alternative naturalistic
explanations and would be the self-appointed guardians of the scientific
light. (Coon 1992:149–150)

Some reduced phenomena to conventional mechanisms, for example
Pierre Janet (1859–1947) and Alfred Binet (1857–1911) in France, who
wrote about automatism and dissociation to explain mediumship (Binet
1892, Janet 1889).1 In Germany, Wilhem Wundt (1832–1920) argued that
phenomena such as the influence on the mind at a distance had normal
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psychological and physiological explanations or was due to “superstitious
self-deception or intentional fraud” (Wundt 1897:275).
In the United States, where G. Stanley Hall operated, there were
questions about the scientific character of psychical research (Mauskopf
& McVaugh 1980, Moore 1977), as seen in the writings of several
psychologists. For example, Joseph Jastrow (1863–1944) argued that
psychical research “has . . . contributed an interesting chapter to the
natural history of error . . . ” (Jastrow 1889:81). Similarly, Edward W.
Scripture (1864–1945) complained in his book The New Psychology about
“unscientific methods of experimentation and . . . the air of occultism in
which the whole is enveloped” (Scripture 1897:69).
All of these authors were engaging in boundary-work. They were
actively separating their activities and concepts from those of others “for
the purpose of drawing a rhetorical boundary between science and some less
authoritative residual non-science” (Gieryn 1999:4–5). Méheust (1999) has
argued that many physicians in France developed a variety of conventional
explanations (such as hyperesthesia) to separate hypnosis from psychic
phenomena such as mental suggestion. Others have discussed a variety of
strategies designed to separate psychology from psychical research (e.g.,
Coon 1992, Parot 1994, Sommer 2012, Wolffram 2009). Such boundarywork was related to the development of psychology as a scientific discipline
and to its professionalization, which included defenses of the expertise of
psychologists over the facts of the mental realm (see also Sommer 2013).
In Coon’s view:
Psychologists were stationed at the periphery of science, and therefore they
were the most threatened by challenges to the boundary and the most susceptible to cultural anxieties about what it meant to be ‘scientific.’ (Coon
1992:150)

Of course there were other issues involved. Psychologists were
reacting to phenomena such as telepathy and mediumship that questioned
the dependency of thought, and consciousness in general, on the nervous
system. Such views seemed to many to run counter to what had been
learned about the localizations of sensory and motor functioning during the
nineteenth century (Clarke & Jacyna 1987).
In the paper reprinted here, Hall illustrates well the process of
boundary-work by presenting an authoritative account of what he believed
were the problems with accepting evidence for mental healing, telepathy,
mediumship, and other phenomena. Hall attempted to discredit these
topics by pointing out that many of them could be explained by trickery,
particularly phenomena of physical mediumship such as raps and slate-
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writing. He also argued that those who believed in the existence of psychic
phenomena lacked knowledge about the productions and capabilities of the
mind (e.g., hallucinations, dissociation). In his conclusion he suggested that
the functions of the unconscious mind could account for psychic phenomena
in conventional ways. Although not directly stated, he seemed to argue that
a field such as psychical research was not necessary because psychology
could explain the phenomena in question without recourse to a new field.
G. Stanley Hall
Psychology
Granville Stanley Hall (1844–1924) was active in American psychology
during the early nineteenth century when the discipline developed as a
systematic field separate from philosophy (O’Donnell 1985).2 He obtained
the first American psychology Ph.D. degree at Harvard University
under William James in 1878 and was the holder of the first philosophy
professorship at Johns Hopkins University in 1884 (Green 2007).
Hall was very productive, as seen in his books Youth (1907), Educational Problems (1911), Morale
(1920), and Life and Confessions
of a Psychologist (1923). His
book Adolescence (1904) has been
discussed in recent times (Arnett,
2006). Hall was involved with
topics such as child development,
education, teaching, and philosophy.
A bibliography of his writings
published in 1914 listed 328
publications, 285 of which were
listed before the article (published in
1909) reprinted here (Wilson 1914).
Some of Hall’s papers were about
topics such as hypnosis (Hall 1881),
experimental psychology (Hall
1885), fears (Hall 1897), and anger
G. Stanley Hall
(Hall 1899), among many other
subjects (see the references presented by Ross 1972 and Wilson 1914).
In addition to teaching and research, Hall’s importance in American
psychology was evident at the end of the nineteenth century. According to
a historian of psychology: “Until about 1894, Hall was the unrivaled leader
of American psychology” (O’Donnell 1985:141).
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Hall was a
founder of journals,
among them the
American Journal of
Psychology (1887)
and the Pedagogical
Seminary (1891). He
was instrumental in
the formation of the
American Psychological Association
in 1892 and president of Clark University (1888–1920).
Hall created in this
institution the first Sigmund Freud, G. Stanley Hall, Carl G. Jung (front row),
autonomous psych- Abraham A. Brill, Ernest Jones, Sandor Ferenczi (back row),
at Clark University in 1909.
ology department in
the country, where
he granted several psychology doctorates. Furthermore, Hall organized at
Clark a conference in 1909 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the founding
of the university, for which he brought Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) and
Carl G. Jung (1875–1961) to the United States, among others (Rosenzweig
1992).
However, by many accounts Hall was a difficult man to deal with. He
had many conflicts with William James (1842–1910) and with several other
psychologists (Ross 1972, Rosenzweig 1992). According to Christopher
Green: “First and foremost a self-promoter, Hall was determined that
everyone acknowledge his supremacy over American psychology” (Green
2007:315).
Psychic Phenomena
By the time Hall had become an influential figure in American psychology,
there was a considerable literature about psychic phenomena and psychical
research in existence, even if it was only a recently developed discipline.
This is clear not only in developments in English-speaking countries (Moore
1977, Oppenheim 1985) emphasized by Hall, but in developments from
countries such as Italy (Biondi 1988), France (Plas 2000), and Germany
(Wolffram 2009).3
Throughout his career, and as seen in his article presented here, Hall
was highly critical of psychical research (e.g., Hall 1887, 1895, 1908, 1909,
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1910). His early involvement in the topic included his presence at a meeting
held on September 23, 1885, to consider the formation of the American
Society for Psychical Research. He became a member of the Society’s
council and one of its vice-presidents (American Society for Psychical
Research 1885, Formation of the Society 1885). As early as September
of 1885 Hall stated that he was skeptical about thought-transference. He
was conducting tests in his house “but with no trace or shadow thus far
of any thought-transference in the sense of the English Society” (Miles &
Miles 1929:334).4 He also wrote that he had seances with mediums, and
that he searched for mediums in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston (Hall
1910:xv–xvi). The latter took place during the late 1880s.
In a widely cited long review of publications issued by the Society for
Psychical Research (SPR), Hall (1887) strongly criticized the Society’s
work on spontaneous and experimental telepathy. In his view, telepathy
“lacks everything approaching proof save to amateurs and speculative
psychologists will be allowed to lapse to forgetfulness” (p. 146). Such a
position, however, was highly exaggerated. His argument that the SPR
researchers were “amateurs and speculative psychologists” was more a
dismissal, and one associated with name-calling, than a critical examination
of the problem. The SPR pioneers, as seen in Gauld’s (1968) study, were
enthusiastic, but they were aware of and vigilant about various conventional
explanations and artifacts associated with research. An example was the
discussion of criticisms of the evidence for spontaneous telepathy in the
first major work of the Society, Phantasms of the Living (Gurney, Myers &
Podmore 1886:Vol. 1:Chapter 4).
In a later review he characterized some of the literature of this field as
having
. . . deep unconscious bias of prejudice, in the form of hunger for immortality, which weights every die of fact, where the atmosphere, though clearing
up, is still murky with traces of nearly every form of superstition that the
world has ever seen . . . (Hall 1895:141)

Unfortunately, Hall lacked perspective on this issue as well, failing
to examine his own biases and prejudices. It may even be argued that the
psychical researchers were more self-critical and showed more cognizance
of alternate viewpoints than critics such as Hall.
A similar negative stance appears in his book Educational Problems. In
a chapter dealing with the lies of children, he mentioned cases of witchcraft,
poltergeists, and mediums as examples of a “chronic diathesis of falsehood
. . . . most common among barely pubescent or pre-pubescent girls” (Hall
1911, Vol. 1:350; see also Hall 1908:680).
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Hall (1908:681) believed “there is no
clairaudience or clairvoyance save through
the regular channels of the sense” and
that evidence for spontaneous veridical
experiences was not to be trusted due to
coincidence and other factors such as “errors
in verification, [and] the fallibility of human
testimony” (p. 682). Characteristically, he
failed to acknowledge the detailed attention
some early psychical researchers paid to
such problems (e.g., Gurney, Myers, &
Podmore 1886:Vol. 1: Chapter 4).
Hall also had seances with the celebrated
medium Leonora E. Piper (1857–1950),
as reported in Amy E. Tanner’s Studies in
Spiritism (1910:177–185, Chapter 16).5
He wrote in the introduction of the book:
Tanner’s Studies in Spiritism
“I for one can see nothing more in Mrs.
Piper than an interesting case of secondary
personality with its own unique features” (Hall 1910:xxxi). The ideas he
presented in Tanner’s book were strongly criticized in the psychical research
literature (Hyslop 1911, Lang 1911). Hyslop pointed out many problems
with Hall’s writing and suppositions, as well as with Tanner’s. For example,
he said it was not true that, as Hall claimed, Piper read the records of her
trance statements (p. 70 of Hyslop’s critique). He also believed that Hall,
as well as Tanner, were learning to study mediums as they proceeded in
their examination of Piper and presented assertions without evidence. Both
authors, Hyslop maintained, insinuated many things that were untrue, trying
to present a negative picture of psychical researchers. In Hyslop’s words:
The authors are forever telling us that the “controls” are extremely suggestible and often remind us that the subconscious is a very delicate affair.
That is what psychic researchers like Dr. Hodgson always said or acted upon,
but we are not told this fact, as if no one knew it but antipsychic researchers
. . . As to suggestibility I would only say that was apparent to more people
than these experimenters and the psychic researchers have always recognized that this was either a difficulty to be overcome or a necessary condition in the obtaining of the supernormal. (Hyslop 1911:87–88)

With this background, there is no question that Hall’s self-appointed
role as a critic of psychical research was problematic at best and that many
of his evaluations need to be taken with a grain of salt. His general strategy,
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both in the article presented here as in his other writings, was to offer all
kinds of suggestions about possible artifacts and conventional explanations
that in his view could account for the phenomena reported without informing
his readers that such critiques were not new nor that they were well-known
and discussed by psychical researchers. Consequently, uninformed readers
most probably received the impression, particularly those that knew the
comments were coming from an eminent psychologist, that psychical
researchers were incompetent and that evidence for psychic phenomena
was very weak or nonexistent. Nonetheless, Hall remains a good example
of the rejection of psychic phenomena by American psychologists at a time
that deserves to be remembered today as an historical example of skeptical
views on the subject.
Reprint of Hall’s 1909 Article
The paper reprinted below was one of three papers presented by Hall in
December of 1908 at the Southern California Teacher’s Association. In the
program, the paper was listed with the title “The Psychology of Hypnotism,
Telepathy, Spiritism, etc.,” but it was printed in the Conference Proceedings
in 1909 as “Mystic or Borderline Phenomena” (Hall 1909). I have added to
the paper several footnotes that present further information about the topics
discussed by Hall.
Mystic or Borderline Phenomena
This topic is an omnibus one, which includes spiritualism, mesmerism, hypnotism, crystal-gazing, mind-reading, Eddyism,6 clairvoyance, telepathy, all
the mancies, magic, sleight of hand, the Emmanuel Movement,7 primitive
medicine, and now certain subtle forms of mental arrest and perversion.
I. A word about raps or typtology. This was introduced in this country
by the Fox sisters more than fifty years ago; and it was supposed that by
answering questions by two raps No, by three raps Yes, revelations from
the spirit world could be communicated to man. The phenomenon of these
girls marks the outbreak of what might almost be called a spiritualistic epidemic, as a result of which many of the most eminent people in this country
were convinced that there were veritable apparitions, that the souls of the
dear departed hovered around us, that the spirit shore was near, and that
our deceased friends could give indubitable proof of their post-mortem existence. Not a few of these mediums confessed; some of them are known to
have had the power of snapping the joints at the toes, fingers, elbows, and
even knees.8 Moreover, one can purchase now various kinds of apparatus
that can be concealed about the person and which give either muffled, dim
and mystic notes, or shrill, resonant ones; and these have often been described as very remarkable.9 We have yet to find, however, any kind of raps
not explicable on physical principles, provided only the investigator can
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control the conditions; and most investigators are more and more reluctant
to conduct their researches unless they can do so. Female mediums cannot
be searched; but the credulous still believe, and the skeptics still doubt.
II. Slate-writing can be produced in many ways, which are bought and
sold by firms that deal in sleight of hand apparatus. Slade, the great medium, could not perform when he had sciatica, and was thought to write
with his toes as the result of a great deal of practice.10 There were often
spirit drawings as well as messages. A college graduate and a professional
man once called on me, and I am only an amateur conjurer, and wished
to see slate-writing. I gave him two slates, which he cleaned and tied and
held; then I placed my hand upon them in daylight, and soon a message
appeared from Mary, which he recognized and by which he was deeply affected. I told and showed him how I had written the message, but in invisible ink which would not wash off, and brought it out by an acid gas, which
I had palmed in a rubber capsule, and squeezed out from a hypodermic
needle which I pushed between the frames. He was unhappy, and was finally frank enough to tell me that he believed I really did it by the aid of
spirits, but that it was more becoming in a college professor to give him this
kind of scientific patter.
There is almost nothing tricks cannot do, aided by skill and practice.
There are many codes: for instance, reading cards can be done by two confederates, one of whom catches the heart rhythm as the toe or a crossed
leg moves, and counts off the suit and the card, marking the beginning of
the count by any rustle or noise of the foot, hem, sniffle, or any other sign,
which the observers never detect. Probably hundreds of these tricks are
well known and are found in the copious literature on this subject;11 but the
victim is entirely in the hands of the one who knows the secret or has the
apparatus. So even mediums sometimes deceive each other, even in the
same trick. My contention is that every investigator should know what are
the resources of sleight of hand.
The English Psychical Research Society have recorded over seven hundred ghost stories, and the French Society many more, where it would seem
that real spooks, wraiths, apparitions, spectres or something of the sort appeared to one or more senses. We must, however, insist that the investigator in this field must also know something about abnormal psychic phenomena, such as visions, optical illusions, etc. He must realize that sleep is
often very partial, and that a part of the mind and one or more of the senses
may dream while the others wake. He must understand hallucinations and
hypnotism or induced sleep.12 A great many so-called mediums are perfectly honest but simply deluded. Very interesting in this connection are reports of the French investigations by Vaschide and also by Viollet, who have
studied the same phenomena but from a totally different standpoint: viz.
from that of the physician.13 They describe and interpret many cases of spiritistic hallucinations and illusions, some of which are entirely outgrown and
vanish as the patient becomes more normal; and, conversely, some of their
patients come to believe more intensely in spirits and also in more spirits
as their mental disorders become more grave. Belief in spirits is profoundly
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engraved upon our very nervous system. For instance, I am an utter sceptic,
not about immortality, for all these studies leave that great question just
where it was before, but about objective materialization of ghosts and their
power to appear to any of the senses. When I was a boy and lived a mile
from the village in the country, I used to run past the grave-yard surrounded
by a high, black wall, with a black gate and shaded by moaning pines, with
my heart in my mouth, for it stood remote from dwellings. What was my surprise a year or two ago, on walking over the same track, alone, late at night,
to detect a little of the old shudder. I forced myself, therefore, to brave it,
and climbed over the gate, marched to the middle of the grave-yard, lit a cigar by scratching my match upon a tomb-stone, and looked boldly around
and walked deliberately out as I came; but what I was surprised to find was
that my nerves and muscles were very tense and that it had cost me a great
deal of nervous energy to thus face the old superstitions of my childhood
which were still potent in my automatism.
Of course, it is hard to realize that our friends are really dead, and one
purpose of funerals has been that the survivors may actually see them encoffined and entombed, and therefore that by all these sad ceremonies
the unconscious depths of their souls might completely realize and feel
that their friends were indeed dead. For only if this is done, are we secure
against the intrusions of their ghosts. It is a remarkable circumstance that
many young girls in the backfisch14 stage have been the centre of spiritistic
phenomena, and have deceived their parents and other adults, sometimes
scientific men, to the very top of their bent, in one or other aspect of this
domain. I have a list of nearly a score of such cases. It is a peculiar age, when
the imagination is sometimes as vivid as the senses are, and when young
girls, who have the lying diathesis, can do things that escape detection in a
remarkable way.15 What about spirit clothes? Did anyone ever see or hear or
read of a nude ghost?16 or must we agree with a recent writer who declares
that, while the ghosts are real, their clothes are products of hallucinations?
The sceptic asks if the clothes are not the ghosts themselves.
Then there are the phenomena of possession and trance, or mediumship proper. The Watseka wonder made the parents of a little dead girl near
her age believe that the spirit of their daughter had come back to her, and
acted the role for weeks in the house of the dead girl; and in a trancoidal
state found possession of her own soul and wanted to go back to her own
home.17 Not merely the ghosts of dead friends but of strangers, not only
those of recent but of ancient time who, if one theory of perisprit18 is right,
should have transcended the mortal sphere, come back and taken possession of the souls of mediums. Quite often spirits from Mars or Saturn,
Lucifer, Raphael, and even mythological personages have been named as
co-respondents in these psychic rapes. Dual and multiple personalities are
pretty well known, as in the remarkable studies of Prince upon Miss Beauchamps [sic], or of Flourney [sic] upon Mlle. Smith.19 One medium I know
is possessed at times by the spirit of God Himself; and very often the spirit
controls important proof, as in the case of Mrs. Piper who developed from
phiniut [sic] up to imperator, rector, etc.20
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Take all that the spirits have ever communicated through all the dark
mediums, and on slates and planchettes, etc., what has it added to human
knowledge? Dual personality is exaggerated change of mood; while crystal-gazing shows that the slightest, transient, unconscious impressions may
not only be received but, by exceptional persons, be reproduced from their
filmy traces, while the medium remains honestly unconscious that such impressions have ever been received. Fugies or impulsive runaways, or those
who forget their past lives suddenly and start new careers, belong to this
field.21
As telepathy, or the transmission of impressions from one person to
another outside the ordinary channels of sensations, this, although firmly
established in the conviction of many people wiser than I, still seems to
me undemonstrated. Like others, I have tests which I have elaborated and
which, if successfully met, would convince me. Several in past years have attempted to meet my tests, but not often. There are now funds, the controllers of which often advertise for the demonstration of telepathy as well as
of spiritualism, but these tests have never been made, because a scientific
man demands that he, and not the medium, shall control the conditions
under which they are made.
The method of probabilities argues that, although one honest man’s
experience in seeing a ghost may not be convincing, that of ten honest men
would be more so, and that of thousands would establish a presumption
which, in the end, would be irresistable. Evidence is compared to a bundle
of sticks which, if small, would be easily broken, but which could be so large
that nothing could break it; but surely this is bad logic.22 Before Copernicus the whole world believed that the sun went around the earth. Again,
who has not had experiences of levitation, floating, swimming, hovering?
but does that make one ounce of difference with anybody; still more could
such evidence be convincing? Proofs for such things must be weighed, not
counted.
As to Eddyism, it has several kernels of precious truth with a vast
amount of chaff. The influence of the mind on the body is very great,23 possibly more in our age than ever before; and who does not welcome the
attempt of the Emmanuel Movement to set a back-fire, reduce the error,
and produce a truth? The Emmanuel Movement, however, has greatly lost
cast among medical people especially, partly because it has entered upon
a public propaganda which seems very much like advertising, which is
against the medical code and medical honor. Moreover, the cheapness of
the training these people give of only a few weeks cannot possibly qualify
classes to practical mental-healing. My criticism, however, lies against the
scientific quality of the Emmanuelists: not only are they theologians with a
rather limited knowledge of philosophy and pyschology [sic], but not one
of them begins to have adequate experience in this field.24 Meanwhile, the
Binnets [sic], Grasset, Freud, Bleuler25 and their school have spent laborious
years in working out a rationale here, and they themselves feel that the field
is large and that a great deal of the work needs to be done. So that, on the
whole, I think we must conclude that it is premature; that this new junction
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which is so much to be desired between religion and medicine is not likely
to be made by this new movement.
The fact is that the unconscious part of the soul is vastly larger than the
conscious part, and is often far more sensitive; it is like an ice-berg, ninetenths under water.26 Man’s soul is a great museum of which consciousness
lights only a few rooms. The brain is too large and too complex for the mind
to use all of it. We are getting at a radically new conception of the human
soul which, there is reason now to fear, is to make most of our current systems more or less obsolete.
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On the work of these and other men regarding dissociation and mediumship
see Alvarado (2010), Alvarado, Machado, Zangari, and Zingrone (2007),
and Le Maléfan (1999).
The most complete study about Hall is Ross (1972). See also Bringmann
(1992), Goodchild (1996), Hogan (2003), Hulse and Green (1986), and
Sokal (1990).
See also the large number of books about psychic phenomena listed by E.
Abbott (1864) and Crabtree (1988).
This is a reference to throught-transference work of the Society for
Psychical Research, which was well-known during the nineteenth century.
This work has been summarized by Podmore (1894; see also Luckhurst
2002). On the Society in general see Cerullo (1982) and Gauld (1968).
Mrs. Piper was of key importance for the development of American
and English psychical research. Her life and work has been discussed
by her daughter (Piper 1929) and by many other writers (e.g., Gauld
1982:Chapter 3, Tymn 2013). Early work with the medium includes that
reported by Hodgson (1892, 1898), Hyslop (1901), James (1886, 1890),
Leaf (1890), and Lodge (1890). Hall (1910:xxxiii) described Amy E.
Tanner (1877–1964) as his assistant at Clark University. However, Tanner
was a psychologist in her own right (Pettit 2008).
This refers to Mary Baker Eddy (1821–1910) and her Christian Science
movement (Gill 1998, Podmore 1909).
The Emmanuel Movement was an American psychotherapy and spiritual
guidance method (Caplan 1998:Chapter 6, Gifford 1997). Its leaders said
its purpose was “to bring into effective co-operation the physician, the
psychologically trained clergyman, and the trained social worker in the
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alleviation and arrest of certain disorders of the nervous system which
are now generally regarded as involving some weakness or defect of
character or more or less complete mental dissociation” (Worcester &
McComb 1909:48–49, italics in original). The movement received much
discussion in leading American intellectual reviews (e.g., Gage 1909,
Powell 1909)
8
For mid-nineteenth century discussions about the Fox sisters and early
American mediumship, see Capron (1855) and Capron and Barron
(1850). Weisberg (2004) presents an overview of the Fox sisters and
the controversies surrounding them. On raps said to be produced by the
Foxes’ joints, see Flint (1851).
9
For a discussion of fraudulent means to produce raps, see Carrington
(1907:Chapter 5).
10
This is a reference to the highly controversial American physical medium
“Dr.” Henry Slade (ca 1835–1905; Podmore 1902:Vol. 2:87–91). On
fraudulent ways to produce slate writing, see Carrington (1907:Chapter
6).
11
Two examples are D. P. Abbott (1908) and Carrington (1907). Here, as in
other writings, and in other parts of the article, Hall presents his comments
without acknowledging that psychical researchers were aware of the issue
of fraud and of techniques of fraud from the beginning of the movement.
Gauld’s (1968) discussion of the early SPR presents many examples of
this regarding physical mediumship and other topics. As seen in this, and
in other instances through the essay reprinted here, Hall had a tendency to
offer advice and issue recommendations under the apparent assumption
that his points had not been considered before. While this may have been
true among some, such as members of the general public engaged in
seances, it did not apply to most psychical researchers.
12
See also Hall (1920:60). Hall failed to acknowledge that many psychical
researchers knew about and explored these topics (du Prel 1885/1889,
Gurney, Myers, & Podmore 1886, Hyslop 1906, Myers 1903). There
is a small but growing literature about the contributions of psychical
researchers to the study of the subconscious mind and of dissociation
(e.g., Alvarado 2002, Crabtree 1993, Plas 2000).
13
These are references to Roumanian psychologist Nicolas Vaschide’s
(1874–1907) skeptical study of telepathic experiences (Vaschide 1908)
and French physician Marcel Viollett’s study of mediumship from the
point of view of abnormal mental health (Viollet 1908). On this last topic
see Alvarado, Machado, Zangari, and Zingrone (2007), Alvarado and
Zingrone (2012), and Le Maléfan (1999).
14
This refers to their teen years.
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15

Frank Podmore (1856–1910), an early SPR researcher, had argued
similarly about poltergeists years before (Podmore 1896).
16
Yes, a few people have. See Lang (1897:69, 137, 280)
17
On the Watseka Wonder case, see Stevens (1878), and the later discussion
of Anderson (1980).
18
The perispirit was the concept of a semi-physical subtle body believed
to bridge the physical body and the spirit discussed by French spiritist
authors (Delanne 1897, Kardec 1863, see also Alvarado 2008).
19
This refers to American physician Morton Prince’s (1854–1929) study
of Christine L. Beauchamp (pseudonym of Clara Ellen Fowler, b. 1873;
Prince 1905) and Swiss psychologist Théodore Flournoy’s (1854–1920)
study of medium Hélène Smith (pseudonym of Catherine Élise Müller,
1861–1929; Flournoy 1900). Both books are classics in the study of the
dynamics of multiple personality and mediumship.
20
I mentioned Mrs. Piper in my introductory comments (see Note 5).
Phinuit, Imperator, and Rector were her spirit controls at different times.
On her controls, see Sidgwick (1915).
21
This is a reference to fugue states, such as the case of Ansel Bourne
(Hodgson 1891). Hacking (1996) has discussed aspects of the history of
the concept.
22
This is a reference to a point made in Phantasms of the Living (Gurney,
Myers, & Podmore 1886:Vol. 1:169–170). However, once again Hall
does not represent psychical researchers accurately. Their actual claim, as
stated in Phantasms of the Living, was somewhat different. It was that the
consideration of specific cases as sticks depended
not on its being so flawlessly strong, as evidence for our hypothesis, that no
other hypothesis can possibly be entertained with regard to it, but on the
much humbler fact that any other hypothesis involves the assumption of
something in itself improbable. Third-hand ghost-stories, and the ordinary
examples of popular superstitions, have no claim to be regarded as sticks at
all . . . and no multiplication of their number could ever make a respectable
faggot. But in every one of the examples on which we rest the telepathic
hypothesis, the rejection of that hypothesis does . . . involve the assumption of something in itself improbable; and every such example adds to the
cumulative force of the argument for telepathy. The multiplication of such
examples, therefore, makes a faggot of ever-increasing solidity. (Gurney,
Myers, & Podmore 1886:Vol. 1:169–170)

On the statistical study of apparitions, see H. Sidgwick, Johnson, Myers,
Podmore, and E. M. Sidgwick (1894).
23
An example of this, discussed in Hall’s American Journal of Psychology,
was the phenomenon of faith healing (Goddard 1899). Hall was surely
aware of the use of hypnosis to produce physiological effects (e.g.,
Beaunis 1887:Part 1, Chapters 3–9).
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24

An example of a critique of the movement from the medical point of
view was presented by Gage (1909). Hale (1971) has argued that the
insistence on the subconscious in the Emmanuel Movement associated
their enterprise to the occult in the eyes of “psychologists who prided
themselves on their scientific Wundtian heritage” (p. 249).
25
Alfred Binet was a psychologist trained in law and in the natural sciences,
while Joseph Grasset (1849–1918), Sigmund Freud, and Eugene Bleuer
(1857–1940) were physicians who specialized in mental phenomena and
conditions.
26
Hall’s ideas about the unconscious have been discussed by Fuller
(1986:68–69). There were many such ideas before and around the time
Hall was writing (Münsterberg, Ribot, Janet, Jastrow, Hart, & Prince
1910, Myers 1892; see also Crabtree 1993, Ellenberger 1970, Fuller
1986; and Nicholls & Liebscher, 2010).
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